ABSTRACT. Given a measureable transformation between measure spaces, we determine when such gives rise to a mapping between the corresponding lattice of function semi-norms. We further determine when this mappings preserves norms and observe that it does preserve certain other important properties. We next establish a functorial connection between measure spaces and lattice. Finally, we show that the above lattice mapping does not commute with the associate construction.
I. INTRODUCTION.
Let (X, S, ) be a sigma-finite measure space and M+() the space of [0,=]-valued -measurable functions on X. Contrary to conventional practice, it will not be convenient to identify two functions in M+() which are equal -a.e. Accordingly, let Z() denote the -null function in M+(). Thus, Z() is the null equivalence class in M+{) of the zero function on X. In this setting, a (function) semi-norm on M+() is a mapping O:M+()/[0, =] having the following properties. Let c>0, and f,g M+(). (5) fg -a.e. implies o(f)J 0(g).
The semi-norm 0(f) 0 implies feZ(). Let P() denote the set of all semi-norms and P () the subset of all norms (never empty). 
(ii) implies (i): Let gl' g2 E M+(v) be such that gl g2' v-a.e. Then {x E X: gl (x) i g2 (x)} -1({y y gl(y i g2(Y )})"
Since the set in the right parentheses is v-null, it follows from (ii) that its inverse image under is -null, i.e. gi g2 , -a.e. Hence, for 0 e P(), we have (0)(gl) 0(gl) 0(g2) (0)(g2), i.e. (0) satisfies (5) of i. This also proves (I) of I. The remaining properties (2) , (3), (4) We next consider our question in the context of the subsets of P(V) introduced in section 2 of [3] . Here the answers are the best possible. The subsets consist of those norms having the Riesz-Fisher (R), weak (W) or strong (S) Fatou property, those satisfying the infinite triangle inequality (I) and those which are of absolutely continuous norm (A) (see [2, 3, 4] We are now ready to define a functor. On the one hand, consider all sigma-finite measure spaces as the objects and semi-norm-preserving, measurable transformations as the morphisms. These form a category which we denote by X. On the other hand, consider all lattices as the objects and lattice subhomomorphisms as the morphisms. These form a category which we denote by P. By the results of section 2, we obtain a "mapping" We leave to the reader the task of verifying the F is in fact a functor.
ASSOCIATE PRESERVATION.
Our final concern is the question of whether preserves associates. We shall It is possible to find non-trivlal conditions on which will at least guarantee a comparison of (0') and (0)'. However, the conditions we have in mind
are not far from requiring that be an essential measure isomorphism (need not be essentially one-one) Thus, the strength of the hypothesis, combined with the weakness of the conclusion (namely, (0') (P)'), provide little motivation for presenting the details here.
